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practicesMANAGING BEST

By Dan Markiewicz

Macroeconomics key
to OHS
Lower fertility rates in rich nations equals
fewer workers to boost economy

        nderstanding macroeconomics is helpful as you advance in your OHS career. Macroeconomics is

the big picture evaluation of how an economy works based upon numerous in�uences at the local,

regional, and global levels. Consider the following statement:

The greater the e�ort by rich nations to create meaningful employment for women, the greater the

likelihood that these actions will eventually topple that nation’s economy.

U

Startling enigma?

     The startling enigma about women and work is associated with a nation’s low fertility rate.

Demographers, sociologists, and economists have long voiced concerns about low fertility rates. Only

lately, however, have these groups used words such as “jaw dropping,” “stunning,” and “astounding” to

describe the problem. 

     A fertility rate below 2.1, also known as replacement rate, means there are fewer births than deaths.

If this rate is not raised by an increase in births, or addressed by other means such as immigration,

fewer young people and more old people will be the result. 

     A nation of old people means, among other things, that there will be fewer workers, less taxes, and

a necessity by the nation to shift from being a major exporter of goods to directing massive in-nation

resources and services to care for its old people.

Global problem

     The top-ten richest countries in the world, in descending order, are: U.S., China, Japan, Germany, UK,

India, France, Italy, Canada, and South Korea. Each of these countries have a fertility rate below 2.1.

These countries now realize that a �x to the low fertility problem is di�cult. Taking too long to

su�ciently act risks the country tumbling as an economic power.

Photo: �zkes / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Urgency to act – brief examples

     China is the U.S.’s closest economic competitor. Late in 2021, China instituted its “Three Child Policy.”

China’s regional governments are scrambling to raise the country’s 1.3 fertility rate. China is quickly

adapting to a “family friendly” and “work-life balance” country. Paid maternity and paternity leave (yes,

fathers get leave too) has been lengthened and depending upon location of regional governance,

pregnant workers have legislative access to �exible work schedules, free child-care is provided for

working parents, subsidized housing is available for parents, and in some cases direct and indirect

monetary payments are given to couples having more children. 

     Japan began free preschool education and childcare in 2019. More than one-half of Japan’s

prefectures have government-run matchmaking services. In 2021, Japan Cabinet O�ce allocated about

$19 million for local governments to implement a new arti�cial intelligence dating system – all in the

hopes of increasing the nation’s fertility rate.

     Germany Maternity Protection Act was passed in 2017. The law includes extended leave for workers

who give birth to children with disabilities, broader protections are provided against dismissal for

workers that su�er miscarriage after the twelfth week of pregnancy, and employers are obliged to

assess the risk, including “irresponsible risk” to which pregnant or breast-feeding workers are exposed

for every activity, and to consider potential accommodations.     

     India passed its Maternity Bene�t (Amendment) Act in 2017. Under the law, paid maternity leave is

raised from 12 to 26 weeks. After leave expires, work from home is available, as needed, with time

negotiated between the worker and employer. Paid parental leave (all top-ten rich countries, except the

U.S., now o�er paid leave for fathers) is extended from six to eight weeks. 

     Germany, France, and Italy (and UK as a special case pending outcomes of Brexit), and all other EU

countries have until August 2022 to establish national law that conforms to EU 2019 Work-Life Balance

Directive. The directive’s objectives, including supporting directives, such as the Pregnant Workers

Directive, seek to achieve an increase in birth rates through better work-life balance for parents and

carers. Among other things, the directive allows for reduced working hours, �exible working hours, and

�exibility on the place of work. Per the European Commission, the directive is not only a question of

fairness, but it is also an “economic imperative.”  

     Canada’s fertility rate is 1.5. Canada is best positioned among all rich countries to increase its

younger population through immigration.

     South Korea amended major laws in 2019 and 2021 to provide greater support to pregnant and

child-rearing workers. Paternity leave was doubled. Workers with a child under eight years of age may

request their employer to reduce working hours between 15 and 35 hours per week, except in special

cases.

U.S.

     The U.S.’s fertility rate is about 1.6 and

has been falling for a couple decades. By

2030, all U.S. baby boomers will be older

than 65 and by 2034 older adults will

outnumber children for the �rst time in U.S.

history, per the U.S. Census Bureau.  

     The U.S. does not provide paid maternity

(nor paternity) leave at the federal level.

Pregnant worker risk assessments, as

provided by more than one-half of the top-

ten richest nations, are absent at the

federal level. It has taken over a decade for

the proposed federal Pregnant Workers

Fairness Act to garner big-business support.

 The U.S. does not provide free childcare for

working parents. Federal legislation for

employer requirements for caregiver needs

including reduced work hours, �exible work

schedules, or �exibility on place of work is

absent. Politicians are not emboldened to

seek substantial increases in immigration for

low skill workers.

California

     If California were a sovereign nation, it would rank as the world's �fth largest economy (wiki). As

such, it is included in this discussion of how rich economies may increase fertility rates. California’s

fertility rate is 1.5. In 2021, California lost population for the �rst time in state history – Covid does not

explain longer-term decline. Average age at �rst marriage is over 30 years. Geriatric pregnancy begins at

age 35 when health risks increase for mother and child e.g., Down syndrome.

     Major changes to the California Family Rights Act (CFRA) occurred in January 2021. Prior to 2021,

CFRA generally mirrored the federal FLMA. CFRA now applies to private employers with 5 employees,

where prior it was 50 or more employees. Mileage requirement for CFRA is eliminated. Circumstances

for CFRA leave expanded. Employees taking CFRA leave may be eligible for California Paid Family Leave

(PFL) program or State Disability Insurance (SDI). Normal conditions of pregnancy, not rising to a

disability, however, are not subject to PFL or SDI payments.

Summary

     Competitiveness among rich countries to increase birth rates expands the concept of

macroeconomics. Your understanding of this topic will help de�ne the local impact on OHS.

Dan Markiewicz, MS, CIH, CSP, CHMM, is an independent environmental health and safety consultant. He can be

reached at (419) 356-3768 or by email at dan.markiewicz@gmail.com.
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safety ANALYTICS

By Angelo Cianfrocco

Better together
An argument for crowdsourced safety
data

          hat if we could crowdsource our Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) data? This is a question

I began asking myself after reading two articles published last year in the Wall Street Journal. Both

articles focus on and detail the safety successes of the U.S. airline industry. Chief among these

successes is that no commercial U.S. airline has experienced a fatal crash since 2009! This equates to

"carrying more than eight billion without a fatal crash." For context, that is the equivalent of carrying

the entire world's population via plane without a fatal crash! In addition, their safety strategy has been

so e�ective that the healthcare industry, which currently experiences 250,000 unnecessary patient

deaths a year in the U.S., is attempting to follow its protocols. So, what has helped the airline industry

achieve such immense safety feats and how can EHS leaders in industries outside of the airline industry

take a page out of their book?

W

An overview, airlines

    In 1996, the airline industry in the U.S. had a fatal crash accident rate of one crash for every two

million departures. That might seem solid; however, with roughly 5,000 �ights a day, that equates to

one fatal crash every 400 days. According to the former head of the FAA, Randy Babbitt, "we were

seeing the same mistakes made over and over, but nobody talked about them" until it was too late."

    In response to the dismal safety record catalyzed by high-pro�le crashes in the mid-1990s, some

senior regulators, top industry executives, and pilots-union leaders pushed for a safety re-boot. This re-

boot would help to "combat common industry hazards." The team banded together to launch a

voluntary incident reporting program with carriers sharing data and no punishment for airlines or

aviators when mistakes were uncovered. The intended focus of this voluntary reporting program was to

pinpoint accident precursors. The industry started by aggregating and analyzing near-crash reports,

incident reports, and other hazard reports. Since then, the e�ort has expanded to include more

advanced data such as �ight path data, mechanics reports, and air-tra�c controller reports. Currently,

there are "ten separate voluntary reporting or data sharing programs covering everyone from airport

workers to FAA engineers to technicians who maintain the agency's tra�c control equipment."

    Like any other initiative, it was not all butter�ies and rainbows from the very beginning. As you can

imagine, the initial voluntary reporting program idea was met with serious doubt and pushback. The

original team had to "overcome deep-seated doubts from some insiders and outright opposition from

pilots' groups worried about disciplinary blowback." 

    In addition, intra-industry and regulatory trust was needed to make the voluntary reporting programs

successful. The road is still bumpy and trust, understanding, and a good faith e�ort to identify and

mitigate hazards is still paramount to the success of the voluntary reporting program. However, the

rewards have been tremendous. The fatal crash rate in 1996 of 1 per 2 million departures has vastly

improved to a fatal crash rate of 1 per 120 million departures!

Healthcare's adaptation

    While still in the infant stages, the healthcare industry is looking to adopt the lessons from the

airline industry with hopes of getting the same outstanding results. Catalyzed by a group in Pittsburgh,

PA, the healthcare industry is attempting to institute a "National Patient Safety Board" that will

aggregate and review hazard and incident reports similar to how the National Transportation Safety

Board dissects incidents in the airline industry. 

    However, the healthcare industry is taking a slightly di�erent approach than the airline industry. As

detailed in the article, "the proposed NPSB wouldn't focus on investigating individual patient fatalities,

the way the NTSB does with airline crashes. Instead, it would coordinate with the host of government

organizations already tracking patient safety to pinpoint and counter budding dangers." 

    The goal of the National Patient Safety Board is to "reveal the full extent of problems hidden by

today's scattered safety statistics". This e�ort has not, and will not be without its roadblocks or

detractors, but with proven results in the airline industry, the juice is worth the squeeze.

Photo: metamorworks / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Crowdsourcing for all?

     So why has this crowdsourcing idea not taken hold in other industries? As mentioned throughout

this article, there are many skeptics, detractors, and roadblocks. Below, we will review the top three

roadblocks and how to overcome them. 

     First o�, we are potentially asking companies to hand over their missteps to government regulators

voluntarily. For some, this alone might be enough to squash the idea of information sharing. However, as

the airline industry has shown, with the right level of commitment from both parties and anonymity, a

certain level of comfort can be reached to propel past this hurdle. 

     For example, regulatory bodies have foregone or lessened enforcement for voluntarily reported

incidents and hazards in the airline industry. There is a delicate balance required because total

enforcement removal could breed complacency; however, incentivizing companies to report through the

voluntary program is warranted. Furthermore, as more companies participate in the voluntary reporting

program, the bene�ts potentially outweigh the costs because data collected for hazard mitigation will

grow exponentially.

     Second, the incentives need to change. The current safety key performance indicators (KPIs) and

company incentives are typically focused on outcomes, not inputs. This is a similar issue that the

healthcare industry experiences. In healthcare, �nancial incentives for hospitals "are still not aligned

around quality and safety." Likewise, the focus on safety for manufacturing and construction companies

varies widely. Overall, there is too much focus on the incident rates and outcomes and not enough

focus on identi�cation and prevention, i.e., the inputs. 

     For a voluntary reporting program to succeed, there needs to be a shift in this incentive structure.

The good news is that this shift in thinking is already underway! Go to any safety conference and listen

to the general and keynote speakers. Everyone is talking about focusing on culture, leading indicators,

and moving away from the old safety mindset/metrics. I believe a robust voluntary reporting program

could help catalyze this transition. 

     Lastly, the technology in the airline industry is much more of a failsafe than other industries, and

this delta in technology will lessen the e�ectiveness of the voluntary reporting program. As a healthcare

executive remarked, "as long as hospital equipment isn't designed to guard against human slip-ups, as

jetliner cockpits are, it will be far too easy to crash the plane in healthcare." This thinking is valid. For

example, technology in the airline industry is so advanced; the next threat facing commercial airlines is

the inability of pilots to �y planes manually as they have become so accustomed to autopilot! However,

I believe this delta in technology is even more reason for a voluntary reporting program. Aggregating

data across companies and industries can help us better understand how work conditions can a�ect

human behavior not just in our facility but at scale.

     Furthermore, it will allow insights into the

work environment and work behavior errors

that we haven't identi�ed or experienced inside

our companies or facilities. Voluntary reporting

programs can grow every company's dataset

without massive investments in automated

intelligence or other automated data collection

technologies. In the current state, many

companies are adopting software to streamline

reporting. This is great for three reasons. 

     One, software tends to lower the barrier to

data entry, so more data is collected from

around the organization and aggregated. Two,

this aggregation gets you one step closer to

transferring data to a voluntary reporting

program in a standardized and e�cient way.

Three, the insights collected from the reporting

system can easily be imported and analyzed

against your company data. Data collection

processes can then be quickly adjusted based

on learnings from voluntary reporting. Focusing

on a voluntary reporting program assisted by

technology goes a long way in creating a safe

work environment.

Final thoughts

    According to the BLS, in 2020, the overall workplace fatality rate in construction was 10.2 per

100,000 full-time workers. During the same year, the overall workplace fatality rate for manufacturing

was 2.3 per 100,000 full-time workers. Suppose each of these industries instituted a voluntary reporting

program and experienced even a faction of the airline industry's success. We would save numerous lives

every year with high probability. Yes, there are hurdles to jump in scaling a voluntary reporting program,

no doubt. Still, if the airline industry is any indication, the pain would be worth the gain and help us

take a giant leap towards ending death on the job.

Angelo Cianfrocco is a Certi�ed Safety Professional (CSP) and a Process Improvement Leader at Predictive

Solutions/Intelex. He has nine years of experience in the Environmental, Health and Safety �eld including roles as a

consultant, Sr. EHS Manager, and Corporate EHS Data Analyst. In his current role, he work with companies to

implement and manage their Environmental, Health and Safety Management Systems in an e�ort to help

customers realize the true value of their management system. His chief interest is in helping EHS professionals

enhance data collection processes and �nding the best ways to utilize their data to improve accident prevention

and safety culture. 

If you are interested in hearing more about how we can work together to create a voluntary reporting program, don't

hesitate to contact me at Angelo.Cianfrocco@intelex.com.
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How to best utilize equipment to increase safety in con�ned

spaces     

By Dave Wagner

     ou’ve probably heard con�ned space horror stories a million times. The person inside a con�ned

space becomes unresponsive. The “hole watch” responsible for monitoring the work goes into the

con�ned space to check on their partner and is overcome by the same deadly gas. According to OSHA,

these would-be rescuers make up 60 percent of con�ned space fatalities. It’s a tragic story of trying to

help a co-worker based on gut reaction rather than proper safety protocols.

Y

    Properly training all workers before they work in or around con�ned spaces is a must, but in reality,

not every job is performed under ideal conditions or with enough information about gas hazards. 

    Advancements in gas detection equipment, including area monitors, take these tragic real-world

scenarios to heart and incorporate better communication technology to ensure everyone working around

con�ned spaces will not only hear and see gas alarms, but also know where and why instruments are

alarming. These new technologies aim to reduce would-be rescuer fatalities and accidents due to false

evacuations. They also facilitate a faster emergency response from trained peers in the �eld, rather than

relying on help from a central controller many miles away.

    While it’s common for workers to perform atmospheric testing in con�ned spaces with handheld

portable instruments, area monitors with peer-to-peer wireless connectivity can improve e�ciency and

safety of con�ned space operations, particularly those calling for extended, continuous monitoring.

What is peer-to-peer wireless connectivity?

    More and more companies are turning to gas detectors linked by peer-to-peer mesh networks

because they can connect workers and share gas readings without costly infrastructure or the hassles

of IT setup.

    Peer-to-peer communication networks wirelessly connect gas monitors in a certain range through a

mesh network to share real-time alarms and gas readings. Certain models of area monitors and

personal gas monitors can use this type of connectivity to improve worker safety by sharing real-time

data with nearby con�ned space attendants. With this data, the attendant watching the hole in our

example above would have known what caused his partner to become unresponsive without being

exposed �rsthand.

    Unlike other market solutions, peer-to-peer mesh networks don’t require cellular or satellite, so the

communication still works in con�ned spaces without traditional connectivity. Instead, these networks

use devices as nodes to transmit data, with the data hopping from one node (or gas monitor) to

another until reaching its destination. Think of it like students in a classroom: a student on one side of

the room can pass a note to the other side of the room by handing it to a neighbor, who then passes

the note to their own neighbor, all the way across the room.

Photo courtesy of Industrial Scienti�c.

Monitoring multiple con�ned spaces

     According to OSHA standard 1910.146(d)(6), “Attendants may be assigned to monitor more than one

permit space provided the duties described in paragraph (i) of this section can be e�ectively performed

for each permit space that is monitored. Likewise, attendants may be stationed at any location outside

the permit space to be monitored as long as the duties described in paragraph (i) of this section can be

e�ectively performed for each permit space that is monitored.” 

     While OSHA’s rule says that watching multiple con�ned spaces at one time is acceptable, choosing

the right gas detection tool is imperative.

     Area monitors that o�er a large display, clear alarms and long run times can exceed regulatory

requirements, while adding wireless connectivity can increase the e�ectiveness and e�ciency of safety

programs. For example, if area monitors are placed inside the con�ned space, or are placed outside

con�ned spaces with tubing to draw samples from inside the space, they can relay the gas readings to

other connected instruments. That allows the attendant the �exibility to monitor what’s happening

from any other connected instrument. If one instrument goes into alarm, all connected units will go

into alarm. The attendant will know exactly where and what the problem is because it’s visible on the

instrument display. 

     Having this information lets the attendant know whether the entrant should be evacuated, whether

it’s safe to enter the con�ned space, and helps them determine what other safety precautions to take.

The area monitor loudly and clearly communicates the hazard so there is little need for interpretation

or ambiguity. In addition to the gas reading and high alarm icon, the attendant will know the di�erence

between high alarms, low alarms, and maintenance reminders thanks to varying tones and di�erent

�ashing colors that correspond to each alarm level. This can help to bridge the gap for inexperienced or

untrained workers. These communication mechanisms, combined with peer-to-peer wireless, help

reduce false evacuations and better prepare workers for gas hazards around con�ned spaces.

The live monitoring layer

    Knowing what’s happening at any given moment across a site increases reaction times and helps

responders know what they are facing and where they need to go. Using a cloud-based live monitoring

platform connected to wireless area monitors is the easiest way to view real-time area monitor

readings from a remote control room or any internet-connected device, providing instant access to live

data.

    Real-time area monitoring allows for a more holistic view of environmental conditions with advanced

warnings and the ability to react quickly. In addition, the constant availability of data provides sta� and

employers with deeper insight into potential hazards – empowering management to make decisions

that will improve job safety in the long run.

Dave Wagner is director of applications engineering and product knowledge at Industrial Scienti�c. He has been

extensively involved with the development and application of portable gas monitoring instruments and the

development of innovative solutions to complex gas monitoring problems since joining the company in 1986. He can

be reached at dwagner@indsci.com.
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Automated snow removal systems for trailers make roadways,

loading docks safer     

By Fin Livingston

           now and ice on roadways make for dangerous driving. However, when snow and “ice missiles”

blowing o� semi-trailers and trucks are added to the equation, the risk factor increases exponentially.

Not surprisingly, many states �ne carriers who don’t su�ciently remove snow – but that removal

process can be costly and dangerous. Fortunately, there is now a way to remove snow quickly, safely,

and e�ciently from trailers to help keep �eets clean and running on time.

    No matter the weather, over-the-road deliveries are expected to run on time. In the snowbelt states,

that means braving wintry conditions and navigating safely from a warehouse or manufacturer to a

seller or end user. 

    Truck drivers often have the responsibility of removing snow from their roofs. There are several ways

of doing this, some of which put the driver at risk. Options for clearing rooftop snow include:

   • Climbing to the top of the trailer and using a shovel

   • Using a snow rake from the ground

   • Driving through an automated snow removal machine

    It’s important to consider each of these options carefully. While the shovel or rake are considered

more traditional methods and leaving snow on the roof takes no time at all, there are real

consequences that can result from these choices.

S

The danger of snow on vehicle rooftops

     First, understanding the danger of snow and ice on rooftops is critical. When snow isn’t removed

from vehicle rooftops, freezing and thawing can turn snow into a solid ice block that threatens the

drivers of vehicles driving behind them.

     This phenomenon can be disastrous on larger vehicles like semi-trailers, since they have signi�cantly

more surface area for snow and ice to accumulate and a higher launch point. Even if the rooftop snow

isn’t frozen solid, it may blow o� onto nearby motorists, disrupting the driver’s vision and potentially

causing crashes. Because snow and ice are most likely to fall during high rates of speed (like on

highways) and changes of direction (like turns at intersections), these vehicle crashes tend to be serious.

     Failure to remove snow from a trailer rooftop isn’t really an option unless the driver wants to risk a

life-changing or life-ending event for other drivers on the road.

Laws and �nes

     And if risking lives isn’t reason enough, simply traveling with snow on a roof can result in a ticket,

�ne, or driver suspension.

     Laws against commercial vehicles traveling with snow-covered roofs have been enacted in

Connecticut, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Ontario, Pennsylvania, and Quebec. New laws

are pending in New York, Massachusetts, and Delaware. Stricter laws are pending in Pennsylvania. Fines

range from $75 for failure to clear a vehicle to $1,500 per o�ense plus a court appearance in New

Jersey. In Quebec, �nes can be up to $200 for driving vehicles covered with snow, ice or any other

matter that may detach from the vehicle and be hazardous for road users. In Ontario, Bill 183, which is

under consideration by the Legislative Assembly, requires all vehicles remove potentially harmful snow

or ice or face a �ne up to $1,000.

     Fines aren’t the only penalty that commercial drivers face. Failure to remove snow can also lead to

the revocation of their commercial driver’s license, points assessed to their driving record, temporary or

permanent loss of job, and higher insurance rates.

     Even in areas where speci�c snow laws don’t exist, all commercial transport vehicles are required to

secure their loads while traveling on roadways. Snow and ice on top of a trailer can be considered

unsecured and drivers can be �ned. Similar laws exist in many states in the northern and western

United States.

Snow removal challenges

     Manually removing snow from trailers that are 12-plus feet tall requires people using snow brushes

and rakes, as well as ladders. In wintry conditions, the possibility of slipping increases, as do injuries

such as sprained or broken ankles and legs or separated shoulders. Additionally, even the best snow

brush and rake equipment still pulls snow downward near (or onto) the person clearing the snow. And

the intense physical labor of manually removing snow for 30 minutes or longer can lead to cardiac

events.

     Truck and trailer roof snow removal is tough on truck �eets. Injuries to drivers and workers not only

exacerbate the existing shortage of truck drivers and cause delivery delays, they may expose the

employer to higher workers’ compensation claim costs.

     Additionally, the stress of having to remove snow can lead to compromised mental and emotional

states of employees. While the single act might not be detrimental, it can add up with the other

stresses of delivering goods on time in wintry conditions. Stress of �eet managers and yard crew who

might have to worry about removing snow from rooftops can also be damaging.

Removing snow safely and ef�ciently

     Snow removal doesn’t have to be a labor-intensive ordeal fraught with injury risk and stress. There’s

a safer, more e�cient way to remove snow from tall trailer rooftops: plow assemblies that scrape

snow o� the tops of trucks/trailers when they pass under it.

     This simple concept can provide substantial safety and e�ciency bene�ts. Removing snow from

truck and trailer roofs can help reduce the risk of ice missiles creating turmoil on North American

roadways.

     Di�erent makes and models of snow

removal machines allow �eet managers

and yard managers to specify the right

option for their facility and �eet. The

most advanced versions can remove two

feet of snow in less than 30 seconds,

allowing a �eet of 60 vehicles to be

completely cleaned o� in an hour using

an adjustable height plow assembly.

These systems accommodate a wide

range of vehicles including common last-

mile delivery vehicles — box trucks, dry

van trailers, cargo vans with rounded

roof edges, passenger vans — and

containers built for intermodal travel.

     The most high-performing snow

removal machines use an e�cient

patented V-shaped plow blade. Other

snow removal con�gurations include

straight plow blades, rolling brushes, and

blowers. It’s important to �nd a model

that is tough enough to remove heavy

snow but won’t damage the rooftops of

trailers.

     Some versions have an automated feature that requires an operator merely to push buttons for

quick and easy snow removal. Certain snow removal machines are even portable, so they can be moved

out of the way and stored during warmer seasons. As winter gives way to spring, portability of these

snow removal machines can be more than just a nice perk, it becomes essential in yards to maximize

its footprint.

Safer roads, more productive drivers

     Removing snow from truck and trailer rooftops is critical to help keep roadways safe for all

motorists during winter months in snowbelt states. It will also limit exposure to tickets, �nes, and

license suspensions for drivers. There are several snow removal techniques to consider, but not all

provide the same level of safety and e�ciency as automated snow removal options. For facilities and

�eet managers that want to emphasize safety and productivity, an investment in carefully evaluated

snow-removal machines is wise.

Fin Livingston is the general manager for Scraper Systems™ by Rite-Hite®. He has more than 28 years’ experience

in operations and product innovation. Since 2011, he has been a principal at Scraper Systems, developing and

manufacturing automated snow removal machines to improve �eet safety and productivity during harsh winter

conditions. For more information, visit www.scrapersystems.com.
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Who’s
calling 

the 
shots?

A look at the current status of Covid-19 vaccine mandates      

By Abby Warren, Jonathan Schaefer, and Kayla West

        ince the COVID-19 vaccination was made available to the public in late 2020, the topic of

vaccination has been widely discussed across the country including in the daily news, by governments

and agencies, in the courts, in communities, and in the workplace. From the very beginning, federal,

state, and local governments/agencies have engaged in campaigns to encourage vaccination; passed

laws mandating vaccination in the workplace, public places, government buildings, and elsewhere; and

incentivized vaccination. Indeed, President Biden’s Administration made COVID-19 vaccination a

predominant part of its national strategy to combat the pandemic. 

    All of the e�orts undertaken to increase vaccination rates have resulted in a vaccination rate among

eligible individuals of approximately sixty-�ve percent in the U.S. That said, the laws, guidance, and

rules have not come without legal challenges, court decisions and rulings, opposition, publicity, and the

implementation of various state laws prohibiting or restricting businesses’ and employers’ ability to

mandate vaccination. As we head into 2022, there is a resulting patchwork of laws, guidance, and rules

regarding vaccination and companies continue to face the challenge of implementing and updating

policies that are legally-compliant and practical.

S

Federal mandates

     At the federal level, there are several key mandates that have been introduced, faced legal

challenges, and now exist in varying legal statuses. 

     First, Executive Order 14042, which requires that covered federal contractors include language in

their contracts mandating that employees be vaccinated unless they are granted an exemption, is

currently on hold nationwide. 

     Second, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) issued an emergency temporary

standard (ETS) on November 5, 2021 which required employers with one hundred or more employees to

implement a mandatory COVID-19 vaccination policy or provide a vaccination-or-test alternative. The

Supreme Court of the United States stayed enforcement of the ETS pending further review. OSHA

subsequently withdrew the ETS e�ective January 26, 2022, although it indicated an intent to �nalize a

narrower permanent standard later in the year. 

     Third, the Omnibus COVID-19 Health Care Sta� Vaccination mandate, requiring health care providers

to establish a process or policy for sta� to be fully vaccinated unless granted an exemption, is

currently in e�ect after the injunctions imposed by the Louisiana and Missouri district courts were lifted

by the Supreme Court on January 13, 2022. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has

updated its guidance/materials, including an implementation timeline for each state. In addition, there

are other federal vaccine mandates implemented by government agencies and other governing bodies.

At the federal level, there are several key mandates that
have been introduced, faced legal challenges, and now
exist in varying legal statuses.

State and local mandates

     On the state and local level, lawmakers have implemented COVID-19 vaccine mandates in certain

workplaces. Many states that have imposed COVID-19 vaccinations have focused on industries where

employees are caring for vulnerable populations such as healthcare, long-term care, and education. For

example, in Connecticut, pursuant to executive orders issued by the governor, all state hospital and

long-term care employees must be fully vaccinated against COVID-19 and receive their COVID-19

booster shots unless granted an exemption (which mandate may change). All Connecticut state

employees, as well as sta� of all childcare facilities and pre-kindergarten through grade 12 schools must

also be vaccinated or submit to COVID-19 testing. 

     Similarly, the governor of Illinois has issued executive orders requiring vaccinations or testing for all

healthcare workers, state employees working in state-operated congregate settings, preschool through

grade 12 teachers and sta�, and higher education personnel/students. Other states, such as California

and Massachusetts, have imposed similar vaccination programs. In December of 2021, New York City

became the �rst major city to implement a COVID-19 vaccine mandate for all workers who perform in-

person work or interact with the public in the course of business.

Mandate bans

    On the other hand, several states have banned or

limited employers’ ability to implement vaccination

mandates. For example, in November, Florida passed a law

prohibiting private employers from imposing a COVID-19

vaccination mandate without allowing employees to opt-

out of the mandate pursuant to one of five exemptions

(medical reasons, religious reasons, COVID-19 “immunity,”

periodic testing, and use of personal protective

equipment). Also, in November, the governor of Tennessee

signed a bill prohibiting private businesses from

compelling individuals to provide proof of vaccination.

While not all state bans and restrictions on vaccination

mandates apply to the private sector, there are several

that do apply.

     In addition to the above vaccination, masking, and

prevention mandates, other governmental requirements

have also been promulgated and remain in effect. For

example, OSHA rules and guidance on safety and health

measures related to mitigating exposure and risk of

COVID-19 in the workplace remain in place including

reporting and recording obligations. In addition, guidance

and recommendations from public health authorities such

as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention continue

to be updated and issued based on the latest information

and data.

The future

     What does this mean for employers in 2022? While this year may be a year of transition, at present,

many of the rules, laws, guidance, and recommendations remain in place. Therefore, employers may

want to ensure that they are up-to-date at the local, state, and federal level; understand changes that

may be on the horizon with regard to applicable laws in their industry; and remain �exible in terms of

their policies and procedures. Employers may also want to remain in communication with employees on

these issues, which may include holding group meetings to update employees and gather input,

conducting surveys, or soliciting input from managers and supervisors. This area of the law is constantly

evolving; therefore, employers should consider consulting competent legal counsel with regard to the

most up-to-date information.

Abby Warren focuses her practice on counseling private sector employers, including multinational corporations,

health care organizations, educational institutions, and manufacturers, in all areas of employment law. She is a

Partner in Robinson+Cole's Labor, Employment, Bene�ts + Immigration Group.

Jonathan Schaefer, a partner at the law �rm Robinson + Cole's Environmental, Energy + Telecommunications

Group, focuses his practice on environmental compliance counseling, permitting, site remediation, occupational

health and safety, energy regulatory compliance and siting, and litigation related to federal and state regulatory

programs.

An associate in Robinson+Cole's Labor and Employment Group, Kayla West focuses her practice on representing

private sector employers in labor and employment matters as well as defending employers in federal and state

court and before administrative agencies.
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GOAL:

REDUCTION

Stay aware of the types of ventilation that are required for

con�ned space     

By Rick Pedley

        usinesses and employers can easily overlook the dangers of con�ned spaces. They can be found in

virtually every industry, and workers need to take the proper precautions to protect themselves before

entering. Everyone on the team should be aware of the latest ventilation requirements for con�ned

spaces as outlined by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), but implementing

these guidelines in the workplace can be a challenge. Companies can use this guide to calculate how

much ventilation is necessary for their respective con�ned spaces.

B

Assessing the con�ned space

    It starts with learning how to recognize con�ned spaces in the workplace. A con�ned space is any

area that’s large enough to enter and perform work but not �t for prolonged human occupancy. It

usually has a limited number of exits, entryways, or windows, with few to no options of ventilation.

Common con�ned spaces include basements, crawl spaces, attics, sewers, tunnels, pits, manholes, and

pipelines. They also include large storage containers such as silos, grain hoppers, and metal shipping

containers. 

    Con�ned spaces can be hazardous for two reasons: the air may contain �ammable materials that

could combust in the presence of an ignition source and the presence of hazardous gases can harm

workers or reduce the amount of available oxygen. 

    Managers should start by determining whether the con�ned space is hazardous to workers. Any

space that presents serious harm to workers requires a permit and documentation regarding air quality.

OSHA ventilation requirements for con�ned spaces

    If the space is considered hazardous, the team must take several steps to comply with the latest

regulations. Start by measuring the size of the space in cubic feet and the number of air changes per

hour (ACH) or how often the air must be replaced to ensure a safe work environment. The space may

already have this information listed. In other cases, the managers will have to use their own common

sense. The larger the space, the more ventilation is required. OSHA doesn’t regulate ACH, but many

states have air exchange requirements.

    These numbers are then multiplied to calculate the total cubic feet per minute (CFM) exchange

requirement. For example, the ACH may be 6, which means the air must be exchanged six times per

hour. If the space in question measures 5,000 cubic feet, multiply 5,000 x 6 to get 30,000, which means

a minimum of 30,000 CFM per hour is required. Now divide that by 60 to get the exchange rate per

minute, which leaves us with a CFM of 500.

    Managers can use this number to select the right blower for the space. Unlike the blowers and fans

you may see at your local department store, these are specially designed to increase ventilation by

removing hazardous toxins from the con�ned space while blowing fresh air in. In this case, a blower

with 1,000 CFM would su�ce. However, not all con�ned spaces look the same. If the area is oddly

shaped or has many turns or angles, the team may need to use additional ducts or blowers to maximize

air �ow.      The ducts will need to match the size and shape of the blower to keep the air �owing. If

the CFM is larger than that of a standard issue blower, they may have to use more than one blower at a

time. The team should consider the placement of the blowers before working in the space. They should

be placed in a clean air environment. It should be kept away from other engines and motors with

exhaust fumes. The team may also have to run power cables to the space if there is only one power

outlet or limited electricity.

    You may need to decide between a portable, gas- or battery-powered blower when working on the

go. Make sure the one you choose will last the duration of your shift.

Confined spaces can be hazardous for two reasons:
the air may contain flammable materials that could
combust in the presence of an ignition source and
the presence of hazardous gases can harm workers
or reduce the amount of available oxygen.

Flammable materials     To reduce the risk of �ash �re, teams should use air blowers with spark-

proof designs to limit the chances of a random spark igniting. The machine should also have an

explosion-proof motor to prevent additional injuries. If the motor were to catch �re, the device should

stay intact. The wiring should also be inspected and approved by Underwriter’s Laboratory® (UL), which

shows that the plug will not produce a spark when plugged into an outlet.

Hazardous gases

    If hazardous gases, such as carbon monoxide, hydrogen sul�de, and volatile organic compounds are

present in the workplace, the team should monitor the atmosphere to prevent exposure. OSHA requires

the following safety measures for con�ned spaces:

   • Oxygen (O2) levels need to stay between 19.5% and 22%.

   • Gases and �ammable vapors must be kept below 10% of their lower explosive limit (LEL).

    Potentially toxic materials must stay below their personal exposure limit (PEL) levels or immediate

danger to life and health (IDLH) levels if using anything less than supplied air respirator protection.

    Exposure to these gases can lead to a range of symptoms, including dizziness, shortness of breath,

increased heart rate, headaches, or restlessness. Prolonged exposure can lead to vomiting, fainting, and

even death.

    Ventilation is the best way to reduce the threat of these hazards, but additional safety measures

may be required. Teams must use gas detectors to continuously test the amount of oxygen and other

gases in the air before and during worker occupancy. Portable gas monitors can be worn by workers in

what’s known as the breathing zone. Fixed point gas detectors are wired to power for constant use to

monitor speci�c areas over a long period of time.

Employee training

    Managers need to share this information with their employees, so everyone can do their best to

improve the safety of the workplace. It’s the company’s job to provide a safe, clean work environment.

If these hazards are present in the space, the team should invest in the proper safety equipment,

including blowers, ducts, gas monitors, and respirators if ventilation isn’t enough. 

    The company should also keep records of these readings to comply with regulations. Workers should

also be free to �le a complaint against the company without fear of retaliation if they believe the

company is putting their or their colleagues’ safety in jeopardy.  

    Ventilation is the best way to reduce the hazards of working in con�ned spaces. Managers should

keep this information in mind when assessing their work environment.

Rick Pedley, PK Safety’s President and CEO, joined the family business in 1979. PK Safety, a supplier of

occupational safety and personal protective equipment and manufacturer of their own new FR line Grit, has been

operating since 1947. www.pksafety.com/contact-us/
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Go beyond the standard requirements to dynamically improve

indoor spaces     

By Michael Driedger

         ith air conditioning being available for a little more than 100 years now, the ability to provide

both heating and cooling to a space has led to our migration to a life with 90 percent of our time being

spent indoors. While there have been many improvements to HVAC (heating, ventilation and air

conditioning) over recent years, the most overlooked strategy for improvement is what the industry

calls DCV (demand control ventilation). 

    When the �rst version of the ASHRAE ventilation guidelines (62.1) were published in 1973, this was

the �rst time that controls were really looked at to improve indoor air quality in buildings, with CO2

being used as a means to determine the number of occupants in a space. People breathe out CO2 at a

constant rate so using CO2 to determine how much heating, cooling or ventilation to provide to a space

allows for both better indoor air quality but also great energy e�ciency. 

    There are however other, often overlooked, indoor environmental factors that make for good triggers

to supply more outside air, turn on �ltration or supply humidi�cation to a space. It’s therefore time for

the building management sector to start thinking, not just about space demand (i.e. how many people

are there and therefore just CO2), but to also start focusing on the dynamic ways spaces can be

improved. 

    In addition, there is no lower cost way to save between 10-40% energy in a building (while improving

IAQ) than adding DCV to a building.

W

People breathe out CO2 at a constant rate so using CO2 to determine how
much heating, cooling or ventilation to provide to a space allows for
both better indoor air quality but also great energy efficiency.

Industrial applications

 In many industrial settings, we see huge �ltration systems controlled by a simple on/o� switch, with

motion sensors or perhaps even a work mat that turns on a fume hood. In some instances, the trigger

for the manual control of a fan is a physical reaction or an audible alarm. 

    The �rst problem with this system is that most of these large fans are variable speed, meaning that

they can run at between 20% and 100% speed. The problem with a simple on/o� switch is that the fan

will always go to 100% with the result that it’s using the most energy and making the most noise. This

isn’t ideal for variable speed fans as they generally like to be cycled up slowly with the life of the fan

and the associated �lters being limited. Using VOCs or perhaps dust (PM1 through 10 is a good trigger

for example in a welding facility) tied to a variable speed controller can both lead to better

performance and longevity for the fan but also is likely to result in better indoor air quality, and

therefore fewer workplace claims and lowered risk for workers.  

Print rooms and change rooms

 Even in o�ce settings VOCs can be a better trigger for improved exhaust in a building. Print rooms

typically have the highest VOCs in an o�ce setting. Best practice is having them both under negative

pressure, while also making sure to exhaust them as VOC level increase is important for overall health

outcomes. 

    In a change room, VOCs and humidity are both very good triggers for exhaust. VOCs are often given

o� by shampoos, perfumes and other products which are used at di�ering levels by occupants. It could

be that just 2 occupants are enough for creating a need to exhaust a change room (making CO2 less

e�ective). The same goes for humidity, as a very steamy space for an extended period of time could

lead to mold issues if the ventilation system isn’t doing anything to address extended periods of high

humidity.

Conclusion

 So while the ASHRAE standard 62.1 for ventilation only focuses on CO2 as a trigger for saving energy

and improving indoor air quality, there are many other IAQ factors that, depending on the building use,

could be even more e�ective. It’s good to start thinking in terms of creating dynamic indoor air

improvements through sensors and controls, rather than to simply think about DCV as it was conceived

in the 1970’s. We have the tools to do so much better for occupants.

Michael Driedger is the founder and CEO of Airsset Technologies, a platform of software and IoT devices that

allows for the measurement, analysis and solving of air quality for indoor spaces with the goal to create healthy

and productive spaces for all through digital transformation. Prior to launching Airsset, Michael co-founded and was

CEO of a software SaaS company in the hospitality space and has a long career in the green/healthy building

industry. www.airsset.com
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air pollution
in the workplace

Control

The importance of pollutant capturing when utilizing fume

extraction technology     

By Stefan Meissner and Alexander Jakschik

       uring the last couple of years, utilization of extraction and �ltration systems has become standard

in many manufacturing companies, in craft businesses as well as in laboratory and research facilities. On

the one hand, this is due to legal requirements. On the other hand, it is in the interest of every company

to place emphasis on occupational, health and plant protection. 

   Extraction systems clean the process air, but they should be applied in a targeted manner so that a)

the best �lter performance, and b) low-noise and energy-e�cient use can be guaranteed. 

   The e�cient operation of a fume extraction system is essentially de�ned by the following important

parameters:

   • Correct pollutant capturing 

   • Correct �lter con�guration 

   • Extraction performance 

   The consideration of the material properties with regard to �ammability and the potential generation

of an explosive air-gas mixture. 

   The extraction performance of a �lter system is de�ned by the workplace situation, the type of

particles, the transport route (hose, pipe, etc.), potential pre-separators and the �lter con�guration.

Resistances in the suction line (pipe walls, pre-separators, �lters, etc.) must be overcome with

su�cient negative pressure. The capturing situation as well as the necessary material transport speed

determine the necessary air volume �ow. 

D

    The use of suitable �lter modules is de�ned by the type or composition of the air pollutants. Large

amounts of pollutants are separated with cleanable �lters (cartridge �lters), smaller amounts of

pollutants with storage �lters. Coarse, �ne dust and HEPA �lters are used here. An additive may be

needed to deal with sticky components. Pre-separators ensure that coarse particles are extracted from

the air �ow before the fume extractor. Spark separators or spark traps ensure that no �re- or

explosion-inducing particles get into the extraction system. In the case of gases, vapors or odors,

adsorption (e.g., activated carbon) or chemisorption �lters are preferred. With a clever design of the

�lter con�guration, the system can be designed in a situation-appropriate and energy-e�cient manner,

since every unnecessarily installed �lter represents a resistance that the sucked in air �ow has to

overcome. 

   The capture of air pollutants is essential for the economical and e�ective use of an extraction and

�ltration device. In order to e�ectively remove airborne pollutants such as dust, fume, vapors, gases or

odors, they must be extracted as close as possible to the point of origin. This is the only way to ensure

that the largest possible amount of particles is captured. The rule of thumb here is that twice the

distance between the emission source and the capturing element requires at least four times the

vacuum output of the extraction system. Because the level of the degree of capture forms the basis for

the subsequent highest possible �ltration, which ultimately results in the e�ciency of the overall

system and therefore the pollutant residues in the recirculated air. With the correct dimensioning of the

extraction and �ltration system, users can save a signi�cant amount of energy. 

   The degree of coverage and the air �ow rate play decisive roles in the selection of the ideal collection

solution. If this is used after considering all local environmental conditions and in�uences such as

adhesion, air speed of emissions, �uid mechanics or tool movements, the required degree of capturing

increases with a minimal air �ow.1

Capturing elements

   Capturing elements help in the e�ective removal of air pollutants. They are roughly divided into three

types or systems: closed, half-open and open. 

   Closed systems are workplaces that are hermetically sealed from the environment and have

connections for air lines. 

Half-open systems are enclosures for the pollutant source with an open side for handling and with a

connection for air ducts. 

   Open systems are form elements that are o�ered in a wide variety of versions. Their use is de�ned by

shape, geometry, and material. They are usually mounted on extraction arms, the use of which is also

de�ned by the amount and type of pollutant and other parameters such as use under ESD conditions or

under �re protection aspects. The diameter of the extraction arms and their installation — directly on

the �lter system, as table or wall mounting, etc. — results from their practical utilization. Capturing

elements can also be attached to suction hoses.

Figure 1: Flow velocities of exemplary industrial emissions

Images courtesy of ULT AG.

Standardized capturing elements

   The following collection elements are primarily applied in industry, trade and research. 

Flat top hoods are utilized for detection above the pollutant source, for example during soldering,

gluing or laser material processing. 

   Round top hoods are used in the event of the possible acute formation of clouds of pollutants and in

the event of impulsive pollutants. In addition, they have their advantage in the case of thermal harmful

gas �ows, since warm air rises as it’s known. Application examples are soldering work, micro welding,

spot welding or laboratory applications. 

   Suction nozzles use the Coandă e�ect, which means that air or gases move along a convex surface

instead of detaching and continuing to �ow in the original direction of �ow. During gluing or cleaning

with solvents or when vapors are generated that are heavier than air, these capturing elements are

usually positioned �at and to the side of the pollutant source. 

   Suction pens are suitable for the selective capture of air pollutants. In addition to their use in laser

machining processes, they are very often found at hand soldering workstations — especially due to their

narrow shape, they are perceived as the least disruptive. 

   Suction funnels are probably the best-known and most universal collection elements. They combine

the advantages of round and �at top hoods with regard to di�erent sources of pollution. They are

utilized, among others, during welding, soldering, cleaning, or grinding.

Individual solutions

   However, there are also several application scenarios in which standard systems do not achieve the

required degree of capture. In these cases, individual solutions must be developed and installed.

Customer-oriented suppliers of fume extraction systems will �nd an optimal alternative together with

their customers. 

The following three practical cases are examples of such applications: 

 1. Table extraction — an integrated capture solution for extracting gases, vapors and ozone was

developed for a worktable with ESD protection by means of ionization. 

2. Backdraft panel — for use in the laboratory when weighing out �ne powders and the associated

transferring from one container to the other, a suction cabinet with an extraction system integrated in

the rear wall o�ered the ideal solution. 

3. Barrel suction — when �lling containers, rising dusts had to be captured. This was done by means

of a ring nozzle that surrounds the vessel opening. 

There are certainly other standardized and application-speci�c solutions that are not listed here, e.g.,

suction nozzles on manual soldering systems or welding torches, or detection elements with special

geometric shapes, such as suction bells or angular suction funnels. 

There is a wide variety of capturing elements — as well as the number of providers. Users should

nevertheless attach great importance to the importance of the "correct" capturing and leave their

selection or interpretation to appropriate experts. This is the only way to ensure that employees,

manufacturing equipment and products are e�ectively protected from the harmful impact of airborne

pollutants.

The article is based on documents and information from Wolfgang Richter, Head of Sales at ULT AG.

Stefan Meissner is head of corporate communications with ULT AG, and Alexander Jakschik is CSO ULT AG.
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New Carhartt® FeatherWeight FR

The new Carhartt® FeatherWeight FR rental workwear line,

o�ered exclusively from Cintas, features GlenGuard® FR fabric

to provide the wearer with added comfort and durability.

 O�ering a work shirt, carpenter pant and coverall, these new

garments are designed to be lightweight, fade resistant and

moisture wicking to help keep the wearer cool and

comfortable throughout the day.  Classi�ed as ARC 2 and UL

2112 certi�ed, with fabric weights of 5.3 oz for the

shirt/coverall and 6.4 oz for the carpenter pant, you can feel

con�dent wearing the Carhartt® brand you trust, now paired

with the added comfort from GlenGuard® fabric. Click here

for more

GlenGuard®

Uvex Avatar™ Safety Eyewear 

Designed with the needs of your workers in mind, our

innovative protective eyewear allows extreme adjustability to

ensure comfort and perfect �t. With its perfect balance of

anti-fog coating technology and design, your workers will think

you had these made just for them – and you’ll know they are

protected and safe. Click here for more

Honeywell

Cooling Gear

Experience innovative cooling gear that cools instantly & lasts

for hours with Magid® Cool Powered by Mission®. This

proprietary fabric cools to 30 degrees below the average body

temperature in under 60 seconds, and stays cool for up to two

hours. Try it for FREE here

Magid

Hardhat Mounted Headlamp

Designed with both job performance and worker safety in

mind, EOS 360 is a hardhat mounted headlamp that o�ers be-

seen lighting in addition to traditional task lighting. Users in

industrial environments will be highly visible thanks to a

durable, rubberized band �tted with LEDs and re�ective strips.

Click here for more

Princeton Tec

Jet-Kleen Series

 The Jet-Kleen Series of Personnel Blow-o� & De-Dusting

Systems is manufactured in the US by Specialized Safety

Products and provide safe, economical, and e�ective removal

of residues – such as dust, �ber, water – from people,

surfaces, or environments.  

The Jet-Kleen Series provide a safe, e�cient alternative to

compressed air, consuming less energy and emitting less noise.

Its blower-driven system delivers a high volume of air at a

relatively low pressure– well below OSHA standards. The

lower pressure means Jet-Kleen units can be safely aimed at

virtually any part of the body (excluding the eyes and ears);

even direct contact with unprotected skin poses no hazard.

The regular Jet-Kleen models are available as either portable

or wall-mounted units; the economical, “no frills” Jet-Kleen

Limited is available as portable units. Click here for more

Specialized Safety Products
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https://www.cintas.com/flameresistantclothing/carhartt-flame-resistant-clothing/
https://explore.honeywell.com/Avatar-Eyewear-Landing-Page.html?utm_source=ishn&utm_medium=advertisement&utm_campaign=22-q1-sps-hppe-usa-avatar_family
https://www.magidglove.com/magid-cool-ishn
https://princetontec.com/product/eos-360/
http://www.specializedsafetyproducts.com/


Below are premium listings from our Buyers Guide. For the complete buyers guide, go to:

www.ishnbuyersguide.com

BUYERS GUIDE 

PREMIUM SPONSORSHIPS
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http://www.ishnbuyersguide.com/
























indexAD

Honeywell Safety & Productivity Solutions  www.honeywell.comSEE AD

GlenGuard  www.glenguard.comSEE AD

Bullard  www.bullard.comSEE AD

Brady Worldwide Inc.  bradyID.comSEE AD

Princeton Tec  www.princetontec.comSEE AD

Northern Safety Co. Inc.  www.northernsafety.comSEE AD

Nelson-Jameson Inc.  www.nelsonjameson.comSEE AD

Magid Glove  www.magidglove.comSEE AD

Specialized Safety Products  www.specializedsafetyproducts.comSEE AD

SafetySkills  www.safetyskills.comSEE AD
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